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IoT NETWORKING FEATURE

Why Connectivity Needs to be a Priority in Rural
America
It?s expected that 5G will cover about 25% of the world?s population in the
next decade. A majority of the coverage will mainly be in wealthy, well-
developed areas in the U.S., China, and Europe. Impacted industries expand
beyond telecommunications and into healthcare, education, and far beyond.
But while users can expect to experience faster download and upload speeds
and lower latency, what happens to businesses, and even people, based in
rural America who don?t have the proper broadband coverage or hardware in
place to support constant connectivity?
Read More
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IoT INDUSTRY NEWS
Report Finds Python, Data Analyst Jobs Most In-Demand Among
American Engineers
Prolifics Testing recently completed a study of Ahrefs and Indeed searches to
determine the most in-demand technology jobs in the United States and which
programming languages developers are most interested in learning. 
Read more

IoT SECURITY NEWS
Google, T-Mobile, Silicon Labs, & Other Manufacturers Partner with ioXt
Alliance to Secure IoT Devices
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The ioXt Alliance announced that Google, T-Mobile, Silicon Labs and others
have certified a wide range of devices through the ioXt Alliance Certification
Program, including smartphones, smart home devices, smart retail and
medical products, network routers, and automotive technologies. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Secure Provisioning Keeps Files Safe as You Go to Manufacture
Go to manufacture as intended through secure provisioning. That means
making sure your manufacturing partner receives your files exactly as you
intended. Learn how in Part 5 of this five-part series.
Sponsored by IAR Systems

 

IoT DEVELOPMENT TOOLS NEWS
Aldec's TySOM Embedded Development Kits are Now Qualified for AWS
IoT Greengrass
To earn this qualification, TySOM EDKs had to pass the requirement tests for
AWS IoT Greengrass. TySOM users will have access to the required HW and
SW to kick-off their IoT applications using AWS IoT Greengrass. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

IoT Development Kit Guide
Help for embedded and Internet of Things (IoT) design engineers to
efficiently identify evaluation kits for system prototyping.
Sponsored by Digi-Key

 

IoT MEMORY & STORAGE NEWS
Dialog Semiconductor's FusionHD NOR Flash Memory Compatible and
Qualified with its SmartBond Bluetooth Low Energy Wireless MCUs
Dialog Semiconductor's FusionHD NOR Flash Memory Compatible and
Qualified with its SmartBond Bluetooth Low Energy Wireless MCUs 
Read more
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Secure Contexts Are a Must in an Industrial Platform
Sponsored by: IAR Systems
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DEV KIT WEEKLY: HARDWARE REVIEW & RAFFLE

DEV KIT WEEKLY: ADLINK I-Pi Industrial IoT
Prototyping Platform
While ?maker? boards like Arduino and Raspberry Pi are great in part because
of their ultra-low cost, they are, well, cheap. And that?s not a problem in some
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contexts, but if you?re a professional engineer trying to prototype a system for
an industrial or commercial use case, let?s say, the inexpensive components
on those boards don?t provide a sufficient analog to what you?d actually
deploy in the field. That?s where the I-Pi comes in.
Read More
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